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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to study periodicities in cluster algebras. Firstly,
we give a proof of Restriction and Extension Theorem for cluster algebras without
coefficients. Then, we show that the periodicity of a labeled seed with coefficients from
an arbitrary semifield depends only on the corresponding extended exchange matrix,
which implies the independence of periodicity relative to coefficients.
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1. Introduction

Cluster algebras were invented by Fomin and Zelevinsky in a series of papers.
They are defined as commutative ZP-algebras generated by cluster variables
in which P is a semifield. Many relations between cluster algebras and other
branches of mathematics have been discovered, such as periodicities of T -systems
and Y -systems, representation theory of quivers, combinatorics, Poisson geom-
etry and higher Teichmüler spaces.

Cluster algebras of finite type were classified by Fomin and Zelevinsky in [5],
which is the same as the Cartan-Killing classification of semisimple Lie algebras
and finite root systems. Periodicities in cluster algebras were firstly studied by
Fomin and Zelevinsky in [6]. They proved Zamolodchikovs periodicity conjec-
ture on Y -systems from indecomposable Cartan matrices of finite type. The
periodicity conjecture for a pair of Dynkin diagrams was proved by Keller us-
ing additive categorification of cluster algebras in [15]. Another related concept
closed with cluster algebras and periodicities is T -systems. Periodicity con-
jecture and half-periodicity conjecture for T -systems and Y -systems associated
with the quantum affine algebras of Dynkin type at any level were proved by In-
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oue, Iyama, Keller, Kunima, and Nakanishi [11, 12]. The theory of periodicities
in cluster algebras studied above has also important applications in dilogarithm
identities. Indeed for any period of a seed, there exists a dilogarithm identity.

Nakanishi studied periodicities in cluster algebras in general cases rather
than finite type in [16]. Nakanishi also proved an interesting theorem (Re-
striction and Extension Theorem) for cluster algebras with coefficients from
subtraction-free semifields. Even though it is hard to determine all periods
of labeled seeds, it is possible to find a large number of periods by Extension
Theorem. He also formulated dilogarithm identities associated to periodicities
of labeled seeds. These results are extended to more general cases, in [17] for
generalized cluster algebras and in [18] for quantum generalized cluster algebras.

In this paper, we prove Restriction and Extension Theorem for cluster al-
gebras without coefficients by using positive property in cluster algebras and
sign-coherence of g-vectors and c-vectors, see Proposition 3.2. Following from
Proposition 3.2, Restriction and Extension Theorem holds for cluster algebras
with coefficients from an arbitrary semifield, and it also implies periods of la-
beled seeds only depend on the extended exchange matrix and thus are irrelevant
to coefficients in the labeled seeds.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give the no-
tions and basic properties for cluster algebras including c-vectors, g-vectors and
F -polynomials. In Section 3, we introduce periodicities of labeled seeds and ex-
change matrices following from [16]. Firstly, we give a proof of Restriction and
Extension Theorem for cluster algebras without coefficients. Then, we show that
the periodicity of a labeled seed with coefficients from an arbitrary semifield de-
pends only on the corresponding extended exchange matrix. This consequence
implies the independence of periodicity relative to coefficients.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we recall basic concepts and important properties of cluster alge-
bras. Let P be a semifield, that is an abelian multiplicative group equipped with
a binary operation ⊕ which is associative, commutative and distributive with
respect to the multiplication in P. Note that P is a torsion-free multiplicative
group and thus ZP is a domain. Let QP denote the quotient field of ZP. And
take a field F isomorphic to the field of rational functions in n independent vari-
ables with coefficients in QP. In the following, for two positive integers a < b we
use [a, b] to denote the subset {a, a+ 1, . . . , b} of natural numbers for simplicity.

A labeled seed is a triplet (x,y, B) where x is an n-tuple of free generators of
F , y is an n-tuple of elements of P, and B is an n×n skew-symmetrizable integer
matrix. Note that B is said to be skew-symmetrizable if there exists an positive
definite diagonal matrix D such that DB is skew-symmetric. Moreover we call
(y, B) an Y -seed. For k ∈ [1, n], define another triplet (x′,y′, B′) = µk(x,y, B)
which is called the mutation of (x,y, B) at k and obtained by the following rules:
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(1) x′ = (x′1, . . . , x
′
n) is given by x′kxk =

yk
∏
x
[bik]+
i +

∏
x
[−bik]+
i

yk⊕1 and x′i = xi for
i 6= k;

(2) y′ = (y′1, . . . , y
′
n) is given by y′i = y−1k for i = k; and otherwise y′i =

yiy
[bki]+
k (yk ⊕ 1)−bki ;

(3) b′ij =

{
−bij , if i = k or j = k;

bij + sgn(bik)max[bikbkj ]+, otherwise.
.

where [x]+ = max{x, 0}. Note that (x′,y′, B′) is also a labeled seed and µk is
an involution for any k ∈ [1, n]. In a labeled seed (x,y, B), x is called a labeled
cluster, the elements in x are called cluster variables, y is the coefficient tuple
and B is called an exchange matrix.

Remark 2.1. There is a bijection between skew-symmetric integer matrices and
finite quivers without loops or 2-cycles. Such quivers are called cluster quivers.
This bijection is kept under mutations of matrices and quiver mutations, see
[15] for details.

Definition 2.2 ([7]). Let Tn be a n-regular tree and valencies emitting from
each vertex are labelled by 1, 2, . . . , n. A cluster pattern is a n-regular tree Tn

such that for each vertex t ∈ Tn, there is a labeled seed Σt = (xt,yt, Bt) and
for each edge labelled by k, two labeled seeds in the endpoints are obtained from
each other by seed mutation at k. And Σt = (xt,yt, Bt) are written as follows:

xt = (x1,t, x2,t, . . . , xn,t),yt = (y1,t, y2,t, . . . , yn,t), Bt = (btij).

Note that a cluster pattern is uniquely determined by one labeled seed, thus
for a labeled seed (x,y, B), we may associate with a cluster pattern Tn(x,y, B).

The cluster algebraA = A(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) associated to the initial seed (xt0 ,yt0 ,
Bt0) is a ZP-subalgebra of F generated by cluster variables appeared in Tn(xt0 ,
yt0 , Bt0). For simplicity, we always denote the initial seed (xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) of the
cluster algebra with principle coefficients by

xt = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), yt = (y1, y2, . . . , yn), Bt = (bij).

One of most important properties in cluster algebras is the Laurent phe-
nomenon, that is, any cluster variable can be expressed as a Laurent polynomial
in terms of cluster variables in the initial labeled seed with coefficients in ZP. It
was conjectured that these Laurent polynomials always have positive coefficients
in NP, which has been proved in the skew-symmetrizable case in [8].

Let I be a finite set. The tropical semifield P = trop(y) of y = (yi)i∈I is a
multiplicative group generated freely by the elements yi(i ∈ I). And the binary
operation ⊕ is defined as follows:∏

i∈I
yaii ⊕

∏
i∈I

ybii =
∏
i∈I

y
min(ai,bi)
i .
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The cluster algebra A = A(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) is said to have principal coefficients,
if the semifield is given by P = trop(y1,t0 , y2,t0 , . . . , yn,t0). If P = 1, the cluster
algebra is said to have no coefficients. In the rest of this section, we concentrate
on cluster algebras with principal coefficients.

Let A = A(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) be a cluster algebra with principle coefficients. In
this case, for any t ∈ Tn and i ∈ [1, n], the coefficient yi,t is actually a Laurent

monomial in yj(j ∈ [1, n]), i.e. yi,t = Πn
j=1y

ctji
j . The vector ci,t = (ct1i, c

t
2i,

. . . , ctni)
T is called the c-vector corresponding to yi,t, and Ct = (c1,t, c2,t, . . . , cn,t)

is called c-matrix at t. For a vector v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn)T , we write v > 0 to
denote vi > 0 for any i ∈ [1, n] and v 6 0 to denote vi 6 0 for any i ∈ [1, n].
For row vectors, we have similar statements.

Proposition 2.3 ([7, 8]). The c-vectors have the following properties:

(1) (recurrence relations) for any edge t—k t′ in Tn, the c-vectors satisfy that

ct
′
ij =

{
−ctik, if j = k;

ctij + sgn(ctik)[c
t
ikb

t
jk]+, otherwise.

(2) (sign-coherence) for any t ∈ Tn, i ∈ [1, n], the c-vector ci,t satisfies either
ci,t > 0 or ci,t 6 0.

It is natural to consider extended matrices

[
Bt
Ct

]
, and they are called ex-

tended exchange matrices at t. Note that

[
Bt
Ct

]
is also obtained from

[
B0

I

]
by

the mutation rule of matrices.

Remark 2.4. If B = B0 is skew-symmetric, its frmaed quiver is obtained from
its cluster quiver by adding n (frozen) vertices {n+ 1, n+ 2, . . . , 2n} and arrows

from n+ i to i for each i ∈ [1, n], which is the corresponding quiver of

[
B
I

]
. The

corresponding quiver of

[
Bt
Ct

]
is also obtained from the framed quiver of B by

quiver mutations.

For a cluster algebra with principle coefficients, the Laurent phenomenon
and positive property are stated as follows.

Proposition 2.5 ([7]). Let A = A(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) be the cluster algebra with prin-
ciple coefficients. Each cluster variable xi,t is contained in Z>0[x

±1
1 , x±12 , . . . , x±1n ,

y1, y2, . . . , yn].

Let Fi,t = xi,t(1, 1, . . . , 1, y1, y2, . . . , yn) ∈ Z>0[y1, y2, . . . , yn] be polynomials
with nonnegative coefficients and they are called F -polynomials.
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Proposition 2.6 ([7, 8]). The F -polynomials satisfy the following properties:

(1) (recurrence relations) for any edge tk t′ in Tn, the c-vectors satisfy that

Fi,t′ =

{
F ti,t, if i 6= k;

(Fk,t)
−1(
∏n
j=1 y

ctjk
j (Fj,t)

[btjk]+ +
∏n
j=1 y

−ctjk
j (Fj,t)

[−btjk]+), otherwise.

(2) each F -polynomial Fi,t has a constant term 1.

(3) let AP1 = AP1(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) be the cluster algebra over an arbitrary semi-
field P1, and xi,t,P1 be the corresponding cluster variable in the i-th position of
the labeled cluster at t. Then, we have

xi,t,P1 =
xi,t|F1(x1, x2, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , yn)

Fi,t|P1(y1, y2, . . . , yn)
.

In addition, any cluster variable xi,t is homogeneous with respect to a given
Zn-grading in Z>0[x

±1
1 , x±12 , . . . , x±1n , y1, y2, . . . , yn], which is given by

deg(xi) = ei, deg(yi) = −bi,

where e1, e2, . . . , en are the standard basis vectors in Zn, and bi is the i-th
column vector of B. Let gi,t denote the degree (column) vector of xi,t. They are
called g-vectors and the matrix Gt = (g1,t,g2,t, . . . ,gn,t) is called the g-matrix
at t.

Proposition 2.7 ([7, 8, 19]). The g-vectors and g-matrices satisfy the following
properties:

(1) (recurrence relations) for any edge tk t′ in Tn, the g-vectors satisfy that

gt
′
ij =

{
gtij , if j 6= k;

−gtik + Σn
s=1g

t
is[−btsk]+ − Σn

s=1b
t
is[−ctsk]+, otherwise.

(2) (sign-coherence) any row vector v of the g-matrix Gt satisfies either
v > 0 or v 6 0.

(3) for any t ∈ Tn, we have

GTt D(Ct)D
−1 = I,

where D is the skew-symmetriclizer of B.

(4) let A = A(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) be the cluster algebra with coefficients from an
arbitrary semifield P. For any t ∈ Tn, i ∈ [1, n], the cluster variable can be
expressed by

xi,t = (
n∏
j=1

x
gj,t
j )

Fi,t|F (ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷn)

Fi,t|P(y1, y2, . . . , yn)
,

where ŷj = yj
∏
i x

bij
i (1 6 j 6 n).
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3. Periodicities in cluster algebras

In this section, we recall basic concepts on periodicities, and we prove main
results in this section. Let I be a subset of [1, n], a sequence i = (i1, i2, . . . , is) is
called an I-sequence if ip ∈ I for any p ∈ [1, s]. Moreover, i is called an essential
I-sequence if ip 6= ip+1 for any p ∈ [1, s − 1]. Let (x,y, B) be a labeled seed
and σ ∈ Sn, where Sn is the symmetric group of degree n. Then we define
(x,y, B)σ := (xσ,yσ, Bσ), where xσ,yσ, Bσ are given by

xσ = (xσ(1), xσ(2), . . . , xσ(n)), yσ = (yσ(1), yσ(2), . . . , yσ(n)), Bσ = (bσ(i)σ(j)).

Moreover if B = (bij)m×n is an m×n matrix with m > n and σ ∈ Sn, we define
Bσ = (bσ(i)σ(j))m×n where σ(k) = k for any k ∈ [n+ 1,m].

Definition 3.1. Let (xt,yt, Bt), (xt′ ,yt′ , Bt′) be two labeled seeds of the cluster
algebra A = A(x,y, B), i = (i1, i2, . . . , is) be an I-sequence, and σ ∈ Sn, where
Sn is the symmetric group of degree n.

(i) If Bt′ = µi(Bt) and Bt′ = Bσ
t , we call i a σ-period of the exchange matrix

Bt; furthermore, if σ = id, we simply call it a period of B′.
(ii) If (yt′ , Bt′) = µi(yt, Bt) and (yt′ , Bt′) = (yσt , B

σ
t ), we call i a σ-period of

the Y -seed (yt, Bt); furthermore, if σ = id, we simply call it a period of (yt, Bt).
(iii) If (xt′ ,yt′ , Bt′) = µi(xt,yt, Bt) and (xt′ ,yt′ , Bt′) = (xt,yt, Bt)

σ, we call
i a σ-period of the labeled seed (xt,yt, Bt); furthermore, if σ = id, we simply
call it a period of (xt,yt, Bt).

The definition of σ-period is a little different from the one in [16]. Note that
it is well-known that labeled seeds are determined by clusters, thus to show i is
a σ-period of (xt,yt, Bt), it is enough to show (xt′ ,yt′ , Bt′) = µi(xt,yt, Bt) and
xt′ = xσt .

Let i = (i1, i2, . . . , is) and j = (j1, j2, . . . , jp) be two arbitrary I-sequences.
Suppose that (xt,yt, Bt) = µj(x,y, B) and i is a period of (x,y, B). Then we
have

µjµiµj−1(xt,yt, Bt) = µjµiµj−1µj(x,y, B) = µjµi(x,y, B) = (xt,yt, Bt),

where j−1 = (jp, . . . , j2, j1). Thus, the sequence j−1ij is a period of (xt,yt, Bt) =
µj(x,y, B), which induces a natural bijection between the sets of periods of two
labeled seeds. Thus we may, without loss of generality, mainly consider periods
of the initial labeled seeds.

The Extension Theorem was partially formulated by Keller in [14] and was
generalized by Plamondon. Nakanishi proved Restriction/Extension Theorem
of periodicities of labeled seeds for cluster algebras with coefficients from the
universal semifield, see [16]. We now prove this theorem for cluster algebras
without coefficients in Proposition 3.2.

Let I, Ĩ be two index sets with I ⊂ Ĩ, and B = (bij)i,j∈I is the principal
submatrix of a skew-symmetrizable matrix B̃ = (b̃ij)i,j∈Ĩ such that B = B̃|I
under the restriction of the index set I. In this case, B is called the I-restriction
of B̃ and B̃ is called the Ĩ-extension of B.
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Proposition 3.2. For I ⊂ Ĩ, let B be the I-restriction of the skew-symmetrizable
matrix B̃, B̃ be the Ĩ-extension of B, and σ ∈ Sn.

(i) (Restriction) Assume that an I-sequence i = (i1, i2, . . . , is) is a σ-period
of the labeled seed (x̃, B̃) in A(x̃, B̃), then i is also an σ-period of the labeled
seed (x, B) in A(x, B).

(ii) (Extension) Assume that an I-sequence i = (i1, i2, . . . , is) is a σ-period
of the labeled seed (x, B) in A(x, B), then i is also an σ-period of the labeled
seed (x̃, B̃) in A(x̃, B̃).

Proof. (i) For any I-sequence j, the labeled seed µj(x, B) can be obtained from
µj(x̃, B̃) by specializing all cluster variables xk(k ∈ Ĩ\I) to 1. Then the result
follows.

(ii) It is enough to prove this result for I = {1, 2, . . . , n} and Ĩ = {1, 2, . . . , n+
1}. Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), x̃ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, xn+1). Since i is an I-sequence
and a σ-period of (x, B), we have µi(x, B) = (xσ, Bσ). Suppose that (x̃′, B̃′) =
µi(x, B), where x̃′ = (x′1, . . . , x

′
n, x
′
n+1). Note that x′n+1 = xn+1 follows from

the mutation rules and the fact that i is an I-sequence. Since every cluster
variable is a Laurent polynomial in terms of the initial seed with nonnegative
coefficients, for each i ∈ [1, n], suppose that

x′i = fi(x1, x2, . . . , xn+1)

be the corresponding Laurent polynomial in terms of x1, x2, . . . , xn+1 with pos-
itive coefficients. Then, we have

xσ(i) = fi(x1, x2, . . . , xn, 1)

for any i ∈ [1, n]. Since x1, x2, . . . , xn are algebraically independent, fi(x1, x2, . . . ,
xn+1) must be a Laurent monomial in the form xσ(i)x

ai
n+1 for some ai ∈ Z, that

is,
x′i = xσ(i)x

ai
n+1

for each i ∈ [1, n] and some ai ∈ Z.
Using terms of F -polynomials and g-vectors, we have another expression of

x′i. By Proposition 2.7(4), for each i ∈ [1, n], we have

xσ(i)x
ai
n+1 = x′i = F B̃i,i|F (

∏
i

xb̃i1i , . . . ,
∏
i

xb̃ini ,
∏
i

x
b̃i(n+1)

i )xg1i1 . . . xgni
n x

gn+1,i

n+1 .

Note that F B̃i,i ∈ Z>0[y1, . . . , yn, yn+1] is a polynomial with nonnegative integer

coefficients, and F B̃i,i has a constant term 1. Then we must have

xσ(i)x
ai
n+1 = xg1i1 . . . xgni

n x
gn+1,i

n+1 .

Then gσ(i)i = 1, gn+1,i = ai, gqi = 0 for q ∈ [1, n + 1]\{σ(i), n + 1}. The
corresponding G-matrix has the form

(1) G =

[
P 0
α 1

]
,
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where P is the permutation matrix corresponding to σ (note that P T = P−1),
and α = (a1, a2, . . . , an).

By the property of sign-coherence of g-vectors, the vector α ≥ 0. By Propo-
sition 2.7(3), the tranpose of DCD−1 is inverse to G, that is

(2) GTDCD−1 = In+1,

where D is the positive definite diagonal integer matrix such that DB̃ is skew-
symmetric.

Assume that

(3) DCD−1 =

[
A β
γ w

]
,

we have

(4) GTDCD−1 =

[
P TA+ αTγ P Tβ + αTw

γ w

]
.

Replacing (4) into (2), since P T = P−1, we obtain thatA = P, β = −PαT , γ =
0, w = 1. Thus,

(5) DCD−1 =

[
P −PαT
0 1

]
.

By the property of sign-coherence of c-vectors, −PαT > 0 which implies
ai 6 0 for each i ∈ [1, n]. Then we have ai = 0 for each i ∈ [1, n], and x′i = xσ(i)
follows. Thus i is also an σ-period of the labeled seed (x̃, B̃) in A(x̃, B̃)

Even though Restriction Theorem holds for exchange matrices, in general,
Extension Theorem does not hold. For exchange matrices, we observe the fol-
lowing lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let I = {1, 2, . . . , n} and Ĩ = {1, 2, . . . ,m} with m ≥ n, and B be

the I-restriction of the skew-symmetrizable matrix B̃ =

[
B H
C M

]
, and i be an

I-sequence. Suppose that µi(B̃) =

[
B′ H ′

C ′ M ′

]
, then µi

[
B
C

]
=

[
B′

C ′

]
.

Proof. Note that i is an I-sequence. The statement follows easily from the
definition of mutation of matrices.

As an application of Proposition 3.2, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4. An I-sequence i is a σ-period of the initial labeled seed (x, B) if

and only if it is a σ-period of the

[
B
In

]
. In particular, if B is skew-symmetric,

then i is a σ-period of the initial labeled seed (x, B) if and only if i is a σ-period
of the corresponding framed quiver.
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Proof. Let x̃ = (x1, x2, . . . , x2n), and B̃ =

[
B −In
In 0

]
. If µi(x, B) = (xσ, Bσ),

by Extension Theorem, µi(x̃, B̃) = (x̃σ, B̃σ). Then the result follows from
Lemma 3.3.

Conversely, suppose µi

[
B
In

]
=

[
B
In

]σ
, we consider the cluster algebra with

principal coefficients and the initial labeled seed (X,Y,B). It is easy to see
µi(Y ) = Y σ. Since labeled clusters are determined by their coefficients, i.e. C-
matrices, thus we have µi(X,Y,B) = (Xσ, Y σ, Bσ). Then the conclusion follows
from Proposition 2.6(3).

Note that by [19] exchange matrices are determined by c-matrices, Corollary
3.4 essentially says a σ-period of the initial labeled seed is exactly the σ-period
of the corresponding c-matrices. Actually Theorem 3.4 holds for cluster algebras
with coefficients from arbitrary semifields.

Theorem 3.5. Let A = A(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) be a cluster algebra over an arbitrary
semifield P, with the initial seed (xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) given by

xt0 = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), yt0 = (y1, y2, . . . , yn), Bt0 = (bij)n×n.

Let I = {1, 2, . . . , n} and i be an I-sequence and (x,y, B) be a labeled seed of A.

Then i is a σ-period of (x,y, B) if and only if i is a σ-period of

[
B
In

]
.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that (x,y, B) = (xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0).
Suppose that µi(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) = (xσt0 ,y

σ
t0 , B

σ
t0). Since µi(xt0 , Bt0) is obtained

from µi(xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0) by specializing all yi(1 6 i 6 n) to 1. Thus, we know that

i is a σ-period of (xt0 , Bt0) in A(xt0 , Bt0), which is also a σ-period of

[
Bt0
In

]
by

Theorem 3.4.

Conversely, assume that i is a σ-period of

[
Bt0
In

]
. Let A(Xt0 , Yt0 , Bt0) be

the corresponding cluster algebra of A with principal coefficients and with the
initial labeled seed (Xt0 , Yt0 , Bt0). We have i is a σ-period of (Xt0 , Yt0 , Bt0)
in A(Xt0 , Yt0 , Bt0), since labeled seeds are determined by c-matrices by [[1],
Theorem 2.5]. In particular, i is a σ-period of Xt0 . By Proposition 2.6, i is also
a σ-period of xt0 and thus is a σ-period of (xt0 ,yt0 , Bt0).

Corollary 3.6. Periods of labeled seeds are independent of coefficients.

Remark 3.7. Corollary 3.6 is also proved by Peigen Cao and the first author
in a different way, see e.g. [2] for details. In this paper, we emphasise that it
can also be shown by Extension Theorem.

Example 3.8. Let A be a cluster algebra with the initial labeled seed (x, B),

where x = (x1, x2) and B =

[
0 1
−1 0

]
is the exchange matrix corresponding to
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the cluster quiver of type A2. Notice that A is of finite type, all labeled seeds
of A are shown in the following graph. There are ten various labeled seeds and
five unlabeled seeds.

Let I = [1, 2], then the two I-sequences i = (1, 2, 1, 2, 1) and j = (2, 1, 2, 1, 2)
are (12)-periods of the labeled seed (x, B), and the two I-sequences

p = (1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2) and q = (2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1)

are periods of (x, B).

Since µpµq = id = µqµp, any period of (x, B) is copy of p or q. The two
I-sequences a = (1, 2) and b = (2, 1) are two periods of the exchange matrix B,
and any period of B is copy of a or b.

On the other hand, by the Extension Theorem, for any cluster quiver which
has a simple edge connecting two vertices i and j, the actions of two muta-
tion sequences µiµjµiµjµi and µjµiµjµiµj on the labeled seed (x, B) are both
equivalent to the action of the permutation (ij) .

In general, for any skew-symmetrizable matrix B, let B[i, j] be the principal
submatrix obtained from B by removing its rows or columns indexed by [1, n] \I,
where I = {i, j}. Then there exists an essential I-sequence i such that i is a
period of (x, B) if and only if B[i, j] is of finite type, i.e. |bijbji| ≤ 3.

((x1, x2), B)

2

((x1,
1+x1
x2

),−B)

1

((1+x1+x2x1x2
, 1+x1x2

), B)

2

((1+x1+x2x1x2
, 1+x2x1

),−B)

1

((x2,
1+x2
x1

), B)
2

((x2, x1),−B)

1

((1+x1x2
, x1), B)

2

((1+x1x2
, 1+x1+x2x1x2

),−B)

1

((1+x2x1
, 1+x1+x2x1x2

), B)

2

((1+x2x1
, x2),−B)

1
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